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Evans Distribution Systems
Partners with NTT to Deliver
Unique E-commerce Solutions
Company Overview

Company Information

Founded in 1929, Evans Distribution
Systems provides companies a single
source solution for warehousing and
distribution, transportation, contract
packaging, quality inspection, fulfillment,
staffing and other logistics-related
services.

•

Mid-market Logistics Company

•

Corporate headquarters in Melvindale,
MI

•

Operates in the Logistics,
Transportation, and Manufacturing
Industries

Evans Distribution Systems has a history
of providing integrated logistics solutions
in Michigan and throughout the Midwest,
dating back to 1929. In 1932, Evans was
recognized by local media for its
innovation in simplifying the distribution
process. The company’s customers and
services have changed over the years, but
its dedication to developing innovative
supply chain management solutions
remains the same.

Challenges

Evans Distribution Systems selected NTT
based on its comprehensive managed
services expertise and scalable, flexible
cloud solutions, and for their reputation of
superior service. By working together,
Evans Distribution Systems and NTT are
laying the groundwork for e-commerce
solutions including automated delivery,
on-demand order fulfillment and
international trade requirements.
The new solution provides Evans
Distribution Systems with greater cost
efficiencies and exceptional audit and
compliance capabilities; and has
increased performance while freeing up
internal teams to focus on core business
initiatives.

•

Performance Issues in a virtual
environment

•

Lack of specialized IT expertise in
managing virtualized environments

•

IT infrastructure right-sizing

Solution
•

Tailored Solution - engineered scalable
solution, optimizing system
performance achieving high
availability of all pre-production and
production systems

•

Achieved greater financial efficiencies

•

Trusted Expertise - gained NTT
experts focused on supporting its
critical IT environment

NTT Services
•

Private Enterprise Cloud

•

Disaster Recovery Services

“We chose NTT
because the NTT team
treats us with the same
high level of detail and
attention that we
provide to our clients.
We could have chosen
any number of managed
services providers, but
none came even close
to matching the superior
level of service and
expertise that NTT
delivers. The outcomes
have been above our
expectations and our
business has already
profited from such a
smooth transition.”
John Evans, President & CEO, Evans
Distribution Systems
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